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Whether you plan to sell or trade in your car one day, you'll want to make as much money as possible off it. Use these tips to increase your car's value.
13 Ways To Increase Your Car’s Value
MotorEasy has developed its own reliability index based on claims data. It said the research 'reveals some of the hidden costs of ownership, as well as the likelihood of something going wrong'.
Toyota Yaris named the most reliable popular car in Britain
Our consumer champion advises on whether an original TT bought cheaply can be made fit for daily use. Plus: catalytic converter theft update ...
Honest John: will an Audi TT for only £3,000 cost a fortune to repair?
In one fell swoop, Chevrolet, Ford and Toyota have unveiled their Next Gen race cars for the NASCAR Cup Series. Looking more like their road-going counterparts, the race cars have a symmetric carbon ...
Next Gen Chevy Camaro, Ford Mustang And Toyota Camry Unveiled For NASCAR Cup Series
We uncovered various technical service bulletins from Ford, General Motors, Honda, Toyota, and Subaru instructing ... assessment and potentially repair.” If the wire coating is chewed through ...
How to Protect Your Car From Rodents
Dr. Eric Warren, the director of NASCAR programs at General Motors, had plenty of reasons to be happy on Monday (April 19). The previous day, Alex Bowman and his No. 48 Chevrolet capitalized on a ...
Dropping the Hammer: Chevrolet Seeing Benefits of GM Overhaul
From loitering by Allan Moffat's garage to knocking back a job from the touring car titan, Pete Wallace's career has been something else ...
MECHANIC: Pete Wallace, engine builder to the stars
As he sits down on an orange couch in his workshop in Paarl with a sigh of relief, Gino Lange of LA Customs cannot believe what he’s been a part of over the past four months of his involvement with ...
Iconic cars ready to find 2 lucky drivers
The Toyota RAV4 is one of the most popular crossover ... the final price because these issues usually lead to a hefty repair bill. As always, before buying a used car, make sure that it has ...
Looking to Buy a Used Third-Gen Toyota RAV4? Here Are 5 Common Mechanical Issues
Our last new car, which we still own, was a 2014 Toyota Highlander ... Total cost of the repair, including disassembly and reassembly, was $5,300. That’s not $20,000, but that’s a lot of ...
Barron's
NASCAR has pulled the wraps off its seventh-generation Cup car specs, dubbed the Next Gen. Set to replace the Generation 6 car, which has been in service since 2013, Next Gen will make its track debut ...
Next Gen 2022 NASCAR Cup Car: What's New and What Makes Is Better
There‘s freedom in the future with the Next Gen car. As modern-day advancements are made not only in motorsports but in everyday transportation, the ability to adapt is practically required. NASCAR ...
Ready whenever: Next Gen car has ability to go hybrid, electric in the future
Q: On a very bright day, it is almost impossible to see the display on my Nissan Altima console no matter what I do. Is there anything you can suggest that can dampen the effects of the glare? Maybe I ...
Car Doctor: Console display nearly impossible to read on sunny day
there’s a strong possibility it now needs an automaker-issued repair. Toyota is recalling more than 279,000 of the vehicles for damaged wires that may cause airbag sensors to fail. Related ...
279,000 2009-15 Toyota Venzas Recalled for Airbag Issue
When we think of trust-busting in the 21st century, most people’s minds leap to the federal government breaking up Big Tech. Indeed, companies like Facebook, Amazon and Google have gobbled up other ...
Your right to fix that broken phone
Pollen isn’t just an unsightly annoyance, either - while it does make your car look bad, it can also cause major damage that will cost a pretty penny to repair. Toyota of N Charlotte’s experts ...
Don’t let pollen season get the best of your N Charlotte Toyota
Toyota’s seven-SUV lineup spans from bite ... The Sequoia is a body-on-frame SUV and comes with one engine and transmission: a 5.7-liter V-8 with six-speed automatic transmission; unlike the ...
Toyota SUV Buying Guide
Q: I have a 2005 Mercedes Benz C240 and the "check engine" light is on ... At this point your repair should need to use a computer scan tool to read the fault code. Once they have the fault ...
Car Doctor: What could the 'check engine' light issue be?
Toyota's mid-size truck is ruggedly handsome ... Add a couple different engine and transmission options — hurrah for the manual — to the fold, and you have a Tacoma for just about every ...
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